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FIRE 

1-01-19 
HH)   (I asked the Lord to stoke the fires within me.)   they shall burn;   holy as I say;     

1-07-19 
HP)   SIS;   My fires, My fires, they are burning;   keep them fed and tended, Child;   
your diligence is greatly appreciated;   watch My fires;   much ado among them;   
watch, watch aware of every fact of them;    

2-03-19 
30 minutes:   ( I had my hands out palms up.)   blow across your right hand;   yes, 
kindle the fires I have in this hand;   (I kept blowing.)   you must kindle the fires of this 
hand before touching Kyle's stick;   (yes, Father, I shall.)   good, now relax;   (I glanced 
at the clock.  It was exactly 20 minutes into the silence.)   this is My pattern for you;   
Perfection, Silence, Laver meeting;   understand;  
L)  much, much, much accomplished here, Child;   you scattered, terrified the enemy; 
keep them thusly;  understand;   stand firm on your declaration;    

2-14-19 
HH)  (I was giving homage to Yahweh at the fireplace...)   yes these fires will be kindled 
soon, soon;   vSIS;   bring in the wood, prepare;   have all prepared;   lay the fire, lay 
the fire;     special, special, special happening;   (Thank You, Father, and WTLAOYNY, I 
LAAI this special happening.)   wise, wise discernment;  

2-15-19 
HP)  SIS;   stagnate not;   keep up the intensity, Child;   keep it up;   stoke, prod as 
need be;   keep your hands ready, ready to work when and how I say, how I show you;   
understand;   
HH)   (As I began stirring the Praises in this room...)   kindle the fire in your hand and 
stir to fire them up;  be aware, be aware, be aware of how I have you use your right 
hand;   cognizant, always cognizant;  constantly remembering not to touch ANYTHING 
with it unless I reveal what to do with it and when;   I know you understand 

2-16-18 
L)   SIS;   Ignite;   be not surprised, Child, when My fires Ignite in your being and flame 
through your hand;   be ready to extend your hand when, where, and how I say;   
hesitate not;   (Father, I gladly accept this Ignition and choose to be ready and willing to 
do as You say with it.  WTLAOYNY, I LAAI this statement.)   so be it;      
HH)  (I saw what to me was a beautiful red covering my whole vision.  I kept seeing it 
and finally asked the Lord what I was seeing.)   My fires, My fires are coming;   (The red 
was slightly darker at the bottom.)   warn them, warn them;   (What do we do?)   get in 
covenant with Me;  (I asked if I weren't already in covenant with Him.)   recommit;   (I 
choose to recommit being in covenant with You, Lord, and I LAAI this choice 
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WTLAOYNY.)   break it not, break it not, break it not;   tell them to break it not;   dire, 
dire 

3-27-19 
10 minutes:  (After a bit, my hands that were out and turned up and with my arms 
resting on the chair arms, I noticed my hands getting warm.)   yes, charging, charging 
up, ramping up so that they will be able to withstand a full charge;   (I began wondering 
about the fire I saw coming from my fingers in the past.)   the fire will come from them;   
you will see it but all of mankind will not;   to them it will be invisible;   understand;   
30 minutes:   My Power  has healing virtue in it;   the fires from your hands shall 
have healing virtue in them;   (Somehow I knew it would flow down from my arms into 
my hands.)  correct for it must ramp, grasp and allow;   (WTLAOYNY I grasp all 
Almighty Yahweh said about the workings of healing virtue and I LAAI it all according to 
the will of Almighty Yahweh WTLAOYNY.)   so be it 

4-05-18 
HH)   (As I bowed in homage to Yahweh, I placed my hands on the 
hearth.)   Your hands are upon the coals of My alter;   they are gaining 
in Power, Power, Power;   the Power of My fires 

5-04-19 
HH)   sweep more coals upon your feet;  your feet, your feet;   they are about to flame;   
allow it, Child, and be not amazed;   allow the work they must do, the places they must 
travel;   (WTLAOYNY, I LAAI  the flaming of my feet for the work they must do and the 
places You have for they to travel, Lord.)   be it all so, Child, Hallelujah;    

5-11-19 
L)   SIS;   stoke My Mighty Fires;  see them blaze;  they blaze for My purposes;   
interrupt them not;    

6-15-19 
HH)   (Sang)   SIS;   ignite My fires;  be prepared, Child to ignite My fires;   the joined 
anointings shall ignite many fires as I direct;  yes, you shall use the circulating powers 
of the sword created when your anointings were joined, when they became one 
powerful sword, not ever known by man;  understand;   grasp the complete truth of 
what I am telling you  

6-18-19 
HH)   (As I bowed before Him...)   hands first then feet;   (I gave Him my hands after 
placing them on the coals...)   they shall burst forth;   now the feet;  (I placed first the 
right and then the left foot....)   they shall flame when you walk as you walk My path for 
you;   you shall scorch the earth beneath your feet, you shall scorch the earth beneath 
your feet, you shall scorch the earth beneath your feet;   be not surprised, My Child;   
impurities must be burned away;   you must not walk on tainted unholy ground;   
understand;   now seal your hands and feet and the fire within;   (I legally seal my 
hands and feet and the fire within with massive Hallelujahs and WTLAOYNY, I LAAI  
this sealing.)  



7-27-19  
HH)   utter no more, just sit;   vSIS;   (My elbows were on the arms of the seat, My 
hands were up.)   Holy Ghost and fire;   Holy Ghost and fire, Holy Ghost and fire;   My 
Spirit and fire are upon  you, Child, upon your hands, upon you;   (I began to see into 
the spirit world, but could not identify anything specifically.)   you shall know and you 
shall see, you shall know and you shall see;   allow My Spirit free access through you, 
Child;   ( I LAAI WTLAOYNY allowing the Holy Spirit free access through me according 
to the Will and Plans of Almighty Yahweh.  Be it so, Lord, Be it so.)   Yes, Hallelujah Be 
it so, Be it so now;   Child you must absorb, then you may go;   (After absorbing)   My 
Spirit is as an overcoming fire;   Be not surprised 

11-27-19 
HH)   the coals are about to flame;   be not surprised;  My fires, My fires are Holy for all 
that I am, all that I have is Holy;   put them not out;   allow them to burn as I deem;   
(Yes, Father, I agree and do so allow.)    


